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Adopted by Council 11 April 2019

PERFORMANCE, AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. MEMBERSHIP AND QUORUM
a) The Committee shall consist of


at least five Councillors; and



at least one independent member (that is, a member who is neither a
Councillor nor a staff member, appointed to the role by the Council).

Council can appoint additional members for a period of time when their
appointment is deemed necessary for the Committee to discharge its function.
The quorum shall be three members.

2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Committee are to assist the Council to provide oversight of:
a) financial and non-financial reporting including strategic performance management
and operational performance,
b) risk management (including cash and investment management),
c) internal control systems including compliance with laws and regulation,
d) satisfying itself about the existence and quality of cost-effective internal control
and risk management systems, and the proper application of processes; and
e) the external audit process, including:


monitoring the Council’s external and internal audit process;



engaging with Council’s external auditors regarding the external audit work
programme and agreeing the terms and arrangements of the external audit;



reviewing the effectiveness of the annual audit and 10-year plan audit;



monitoring management responses to audit reports and the extent to which
external audit recommendations concerning internal accounting controls and
other matters are implemented.

3. ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS
a) Unless otherwise requested the Chief Executive and the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services are to attend meetings.
b) Other parties, including other members of the Council, may be invited to attend
by the Committee to assist the Committee in its work.
c) The public are welcome to attend any meeting of the Committee, except for any
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part of a meeting where the public are excluded for the reasons set out in the
Local Government Official Information and Meeting Act.
d) External Auditors may attend meetings during the year.
e) External Auditors (or Internal Auditors) may request a special meeting, if they
consider this to be necessary.
4. DELEGATED POWERS
The Committee is authorised by the Council to:
a) review matters within its Term of Reference,
b) seek information that it requires, within its terms of reference, from the Chief
Executive who is required to co-operate with appropriate requests made by the
Committee,
c) request access to outside legal or independent professional advice should it
consider this necessary to meet the objectives set out in its terms of reference.
Such independent advisors may attend meetings if so requested,
d) undertake other such matters of a financial nature that the Committee may from
time to time deem important; and
e) make recommendations to the Council on matters outside of the Committee’s
delegated powers.
5. RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibilities of the Committee shall be:
5.1

Financial Reporting including Strategic/Operational Performance
Management
a) Review the Annual Report, the draft financial statements and groups of
activities prior to being finalised by the External Auditor.
b) Consider any changes in accounting policies, standards or reporting
requirements requiring Council approval.
c) Review financial and non-financial results during the year and the progress
towards the achievement of strategic priorities and levels of service (these
measures and targets are subject to audit under the Local Government
Act).
d) Review the cost effectiveness of major programmes in delivering
Environment Canterbury’s contribution to strategic priorities and levels of
service.
e) Review the contributions from Government and other organisations. The
Council’s role is facilitating contributions from those organisations to
achieve strategic priorities and levels of service in partnership with
Environment Canterbury.
f) To set criteria and review portfolio budgets, early in the budget cycle, to
understand the reasons behind budget decisions and to ensure that budget
proposals have been systematically and rigorously analysed, and to make
recommendations that expenditure is required to meet strategic priorities.
g) Receive and review reports on the performance of other Council
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commercial activities, including properties leased or rented to external
parties.
h) Consider matters relating to rating and other funding.
i) Maintain an overview of our financial reserves policy to deal with unexpected
financial contingencies.
j) Maintain overview of contingent liabilities.

5.2

Risk Management (including cash and investment management)
a) To review the risk management process to ensure the system for
identifying, assessing, monitoring, mitigating and reporting strategic risks
and key operational risks is adequate.
b) To ensure risk management is integrated into strategic and operational
management as business as usual.
c) Appoint and review at least three yearly the Funds Manager contract in
regard to the management of investment funds and as a result of that
review, to determine that the contract may be extended or retendered.
d) Review the performance of the investment portfolio, annually.
e) Maintain an overview of overdue debt management.
f) Maintain an overview of risk associated with Council-controlled trading
organisations, if any exist.

5.3

Internal control systems including compliance with laws and regulation
a) Consider any matters referred to it by an internal audit function.
b) Review the proposed Annual Programme for the Internal Audit and
recommend to Council.
c) Satisfy itself about the existence and quality of cost-effective internal control
systems and the proper application of procedures.
d) Act on suspected or actual fraud and ensure failings or weaknesses that
are identified from any review of internal controls have been, or are being,
remedied.

5.4

External Audit
a) The Auditor-General is the appointed External Auditor, in accordance with
section 29B of the Public Finance Act 1989. The Committee must ensure it
complies with both the Public Finance Act 1989 and Public Audit Act 2001.
The Auditor-General is also auditor of all Council-Controlled Organisations,
per section 70 of the Local Government Act 2002.
b) Ensure that the provision of non-audit services by the External Auditors
does not impair the auditors independence or objectivity.
c) Discuss with the External Auditor, the nature and scope of the audit and
review the Auditor’s quality control procedures and changes in regulatory or
other requirements.
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d) Review the External Auditor’s management letter, ensuring that
management’s responses are adequate.
e) Consider other matters referred to the Committee by the Council.
6. REPORTING PROCEDURES
a) The Committee shall be accountable to the Council, in relation to the
Committee’s activities and responsibilities.
b) The Committee shall review the Terms of Reference periodically or as
circumstances require.
c) The appointment of ‘other appointee’ (refer 1(b)) to the membership of the
Committee shall be a decision of the Council.
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6. Risk
6.1. Health and Safety
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Report
Date of meeting
Author
Endorsed by

29 April 2021
Matthew Bennett
Principal Health and Safety Advisor
Miles McConway
Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

To provide a summary of information on Health and Safety matters to the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receive the Health and Safety Governance Report.

Attachments
1.
2.

210407 H S Report Cover Governance March [6.1.1 - 1 page]
210401 Health & Safety Governance Report - March [6.1.2 - 8 pages]
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Attachment 6.1.1

Health and Safety Report: March 2021
Summary


The last health and safety report to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee was
on the 25th of March 2020. The proceeding report is specific to events and activities
through 1st to 31st of March 2021.



March marks the start of our annual occupational health monitoring cycle. This year
we are contacting People Leaders in key business units in order to identify potential
at risk workers and encourage greater utilisation of the monitoring programme



Due to changing personnel the ‘Information Sharing’ work programme is being
delayed. Options are currently being considered for who best to lead this piece of
work, including the use of external expertise.



Five incidents were reported through the month of March: One insignificant, two
minor and one moderate event. The fifth is still being triaged. Currently we have nine
learning enquiries underway of which one is been delayed and four are overdue,
principally due to staff absences.
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Attachment 6.1.2

Health & Safety Report
March - 2021
Lead Indicators - Proactive and preventive
measures that can shed light about the
effectiveness of our safety and health activities
and reveal potential strengths and / or
weaknesses

Through March good progress has been
made on a number of plan actions, notably
from Bio-security and Zone Delivery.
However it must also be noted that we are
seeing a steady increase in the number of
overdue items, primarily due to the
cumulative build up of actions that require
more input than anticipated. We intend to
address this by providing additional support
in those parts of the business.
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Attachment
6.1.2
Corrective/Improvement Actions – These are generated / result from any review, inspection, safety tour or learning enquiry. The hold Environment Canterbury accountable
to constant
improvement through the implementation of learning
While only a few new improvements have been identified and initiated through March, a large number were completed. The list of overdue actions have been examined
and all are responses to low risk matters.
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Attachment 6.1.2

Strategy Update

Title

Description

Status

Information and Data Management

Develop a digital tool to record, report and track progress and performance on H+S

Complete

100%

Visible Safety Leadership

Regular Safety Tours by Directors and Senior Leaders

Complete

100%

H+S4PL

Health and safety training for senior leaders: Develop an H+S training package for
People Leaders

Complete

100%

Incident Management

Incident management and learning: Improve the quality of incident management and Complete
implementation of learnings

100%

Worksite Monitoring

Worksite inspections: Inspection Environment Canterbury worksites and activities as
planned in the Section H+S Plans

On schedule / no issues

100%

Lone / Remote Worker Tracking

Develop and implement an 'All of Environment Canterbury' hardware, IT platform and On schedule / no issues
process to implement the Critical RIsk Rule: Lone / Remote Work

90%

Corrective Actions

Improvement and corrective actions: Develop and utilise an effective method for
improvement and corrective actions including alerting and escalation of actions and
reporting on progress

Complete

85%

PPE Protocol, Manual & Database

Develop and publish a PPE Protocol and Manual. Build and rollout a database to
support.

Delayed / issues

75%

H+S Training Protocol

Rewritethe H+S TrainingProtocol and develop an H+S Training Catalogue. To include
the specifications and develpoment of a Training Database to support trackign and
reporting

On schedule / no issues

50%

Safe Systems of Work

Development, reviewing and updating of safe systems of work for all tasks / activities
that expose Environment Canterbury workers to potential harm .

On schedule / no issues

40%

Occupational Health Monitoring and
Services

Implement comprehensive and compliant health monitoring programme that
supports ECan Staff to understand their health risks and for ECan to monitor the
health risk exposures that resutl for work

Scoping

35%

Contractor Management Assurance
Systems

Develop a centralised database and supporting resources to enable effective
contractor management in line with the contractor management protocol.

On schedule / no issues

30%

H+S Maturity Survey

Designing of surveying method for collecting worker input on the performance and
effectiveness of HSMS and Strategy. Survey results used do drive a feedback

Design

20%

Return to Work Processes

Research and develop high quality rehabilitation / Return to Work (R2W) processes
based on current research / evidence andbest practices.

On schedule / no issues

5%

Sharing of H+S Information Review

Improving the methods of sharing health and safety information and learnings

Scoping

0%
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Attachment 6.1.2
Risks Identified by Impact and Likelihood as at H&S Year 2020/2021
Impact
Likelihood

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Remote

0

7

4

50

3

Foreseeable

0

3

30

24

9

Possible

0

0

40

54

18

Probable

0

0

13

15

7

Definition of Likelihood
Description

Odds

Remote

May occur only in extremely exceptional circumstances less than 10%

Foreseeable

Could occur in extraordinary circumstances

15-20%

Possible

Might occur

25-50%

Probable

Will probably occur

55-70%

Almost Certain

Is expected to occur in almost all circumstances

More than 90%

Definition of Impact
Anchor Term
Insignificant

Description
No medical treatment was required.

Minor

First aid treatment

Treated at site (car or field first aid kit). Minimal impact
on work / time.

Moderate

Medical treatment

Required a visit to the doctor after work was
completed. ACC claim is generated.

Major

Emergency Surgery

Immediate intervention to prevent loss of life. Surgical
procedure needed.

Catastrophic

Lifelong injuries

Fatalities and any injury that will result in a permanent
and significant change in lifestyle.
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Attachment 6.1.2
Incients/Accidents

Cumulative Incidents/Accidents to Date
Harm

Count

Awaiting Triage

1

Insignificant

13

Minor

12

Moderate

9

Major

0

Catastrophic

0

Definition of Harm:
• Insignificant – no medical treatment required
• Minor – first aid treatment is able to be provided on site. no time off work is required
• Moderate – medical treatment from a Medical Practitioner is required, ACC claim is generated, may require time off work. May be a notifiable injury, requiring WorkSafe NZ to be
informed.
• Major – immediate intervention to prevent loss of life is required, surgical procedures are required. All major events are notifiable incidents and must be reported to WorkSafe NZ.
• Catastrophic – life-long injuries, fatalities, any injury that will result in a permanent and significant change of life-style
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Attachment 6.1.2

Incidents/Accidents by Potential and Actual Harm
Potential Harm
Actual Harm

Awaiting Triage

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Awaiting Triage

1

0

0

0

0

0

Insignificant

0

0

1

5

7

0

Minor

0

0

3

5

3

1

Moderate

0

0

0

5

4

0

Major

0

0

0

0

0

0

Catastrophic

0

0

0

0

0

0

Potential Harm vs Actual Harm:
• Potential Harm refers the degree of injury that could have occurred if conditions had been slightly different (number of variables).
• The importance of this data set is that it informs the business of how serious events could have been.
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Attachment 6.1.2
Lost Time Injuries/Hours

Definition of Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate:
• Number of lost time injuries (LTIs)
per million hours worked
• LTIFR = LTIs * 1,000,000 / Hours
Worked
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Attachment 6.1.2
Incident List

Five injuries that occurred in March. Event 800 occurred during a training event that involved six staff working in water. The learning inquiry is still underway, however it
has been established that no actual harm occurred and significant benefit has already been identified relating to the engaging of and communicating with contractors.

Incident List for 01/03/2021 - 31/03/2021
Incident ID

Section

Title

Incident Date

Risk Category

Risk Sub Category

Harm

798 FS - Biosecurity

Wasp Sting

02/Mar/2021

Environment

Insect

Minor

799 FS - Parks & Forests

Struck by Branch

11/Mar/2021

Environment

Other

Minor

800 Risk and Business
Improvement

Bacteria Exposure

18/Mar/2021

Environment

Disease

Insignificant

796 FS - Biosecurity

Back strain

24/Mar/2021

Other

Manual Handling

Moderate

30/Mar/2021

Buildings & Facilities

Ecan Property

801 Finance
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6.2. Risk Standing Report
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

29 April 2021

Author

Nicholas Hill, Risk and Business Improvement Manager

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

This report is a standing item to update the Committee on Environment Canterbury’s
risk management programme and provide a forum for the Committee to raise concerns.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Risk Standing report as an update on risk management activities

2.

advises staff:
2.1. that there are no issues requiring additional risk assurance, or
2.2. specify issues that require risk assurance reports.

Risk Management
2.

A risk maturity assessment is underway, using the All of Government (AOG) Enterprise
Risk Maturity Assessment Framework (gERMAF). This model assists ECan to assess
our current level of risk maturity and identify ways that we can improve. The
assessment is almost complete. This is to be followed by an analysis of the data and
comments collected, and a report which will summarise the findings and provides a
work plan on areas identified for improvement. The draft report is expected in May.

3.

The Risk Policy is currently being reviewed, and will be informed by the Maturity
Assessment, recent risk workshop with Councillors, and good practice risk
management. An updated draft policy is expected in May, for feedback from key
stakeholders.

4.

A Risk Workshop was held with Councillors and ELT (10 March). The workshop
covered a number of risk related topics, including the role of Councillors related to risk,
risk appetite, risk maturity, and a refresh of key strategic risks. It was a useful session
which provided governance input and oversight. Information from this session will be
used to update various documents (including the risk policy, risk framework, appetite
statements, etc) and progress risk related works (e.g. mitigation actions for strategic
risks). This work will progress over the next 1-3 months.
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Attachments
Nil
File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Peer reviewers

[Names of two peer reviewers who have reviewed this paper]
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7. Performance
7.1. Action List
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 29 April 2021

Author

Nicholas Hill, Risk & Improvement Manager

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to record matters raised at the Performance, Audit and
Risk Committee meetings that require substantial follow up actions and to provide
delivery times and accountability.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Action List

Action List
Status Key:
No
1

Not started

In progress

Complete

Action
Audit: Audit letter 2020
recommendations:

Responsible

Comment / Expected completion

Breach of Local
Government Members
(2019/20)
Determination 2019

CFO

A final wash-up calculation will be
made in June 2021 to ensure the
appropriate amount is paid to each
Councillor for the 2020/21 financial
year, and to account for the
overpayments made in the 2019/20
financial year. It is planned that from 1
July 2021, Councillors will be paid on a
monthly basis to mitigate salary
calculation issues going forward.

Sensitive expenditure

General
Counsel

A reminder of the requirement for ‘oneup’ approval of travel expenses has
been communicated to relevant EAs
and the organisation as a whole.
Improvements to the Orbit Travel
system are also being investigated.
The Councillors’ Allowances and
Reimbursements Policy is also in the
process of being updated to clarify the
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No

2

Action

Responsible

Comment / Expected completion
approval process for Councillor
expense claims. This is expected to
be complete June 2021.

Lease agreement

CFO

The position remains the same as at
30 June 2020 – there is just one lease
which is in dispute and for which lease
revenue has not been collected since
2014. A check will be made at 30 June
2021 to ascertain whether there has
been any change for this lease, and to
verify that there are no other leases in
a similar position.

Impairment
assessments

CFO

An impairment assessment will be
made at 30 June 2021 for all asset
classes reported in the financial
statements which are not to be
revalued in the 2020/21 financial year.

Physical verification of
inventory of capital
assets
Audit: Audit letter 2019
recommendations:

CFO

The fixed asset stocktake is 60%
complete and the intention is for this to
be completed by 30 June 2021.

Contract Management

BSC
Manager

A Contract Management and Supplier
Relationship Management Plan
template is available for use. Training
is currently being developed
(‘Procurement 101’). This training is
intended to be rolled out by June 2021
after which it will enter a continuous
development cycle.

Useful lives of assets

CFO

As part of the fixed asset stocktake
currently underway, the useful lives of
existing assets are being reviewed for
appropriateness. This is expected to
be completed by 30 June 2021. The
useful lives and depreciation rates for
each asset class have also been
updated in the Capital Assets Policy,
which was reviewed in March 2021, to
align to these rates to those in the fixed
asset register.

Status

Items relating to Audit letter items are described by title only, full information on these items
is available in the respective letters, previously reported to the Committee.
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7.2. Public Transport Financial Update
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

29 April 2021

Author

Stewart Gibbon, General Manager Public Transport

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow, Director of Operations

Purpose
1. To provide a financial update for Public Transport

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the financial update for Public Transport.

Attachments
Financial update for Public Transport
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Attachment 7.2.1

Public Transport Financial Update March 2021
Background
The following analysis is based on financial results for the nine-month period from 1 July 2020
to 31 March 2021. Monthly activity and risks are outlined at the end of the report.

Financial Results
The table below provides details of expenditure levels for the nine months beginning 1 July
2020 to 31 March 2021 and also the various funding sources. The financial result is also
compared to the 2020/21 Annual Plan budget.

Expenditure is under budget year to date by $4.5m. Primary contributors are Bus contracts
which are under by $3.4m as a result of lower than budgeted NZTA index and timing of ERA
and service improvement delivery. All three step deliveries of the ERA have now been
successfully delivered and costs are being incurred for the first two tranches. Costs for the
final tranche are expected to be finalised within budgeted ranges within the next month to
allow for payments to commence. Infrastructure claims from Teritorial Authorities are under
budget by $470k as a result of lower claims to date. Strategy & Planning under budget by
$250k awaiting final claims for PT Futures, noting that invoices received are now net rather
than gross, resulting in lower than budgeted expenditure. Total Mobility is overspent YTD by
$440k due to vehicle trust grants being paid out in July and higher than budgeted usage of
the Total Mobility service. COVID has also resulted in lower expenditure than budgeted for
marketing with an underspend of $309k. Its is forecast that the majority of these Cost Code
areas will be underspent by year end, directly related to either COVID impact on activity, or
timing of activity delivery.
Revenue is tracking within budget as a whole, largely as a result of COVID fare loss
underwriting by Waka Kotahi. A number of cost codes are under budget due to lower than
expected spend, and thus reduced grant claims. IT spending is ahead of budget revenue wise
due to timing of progress payment for the Real Time Information System project
implementation.
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Attachment 7.2.1

Monthly Activity
Patronage – Fiscal year to Date

Number of passenger trips
(millions)

Greater Christchurch Monthly Patronage
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Jul

Aug

Sept
16-17

GREATER
CHRISTCHURCH
Patronage

Oct

Nov

17-18

Dec
18-19

Jan

Feb

19-20

March 2021

Y-T-D

1,010,118

7,653,868

Prev Yr.
Comparison
20.3%

34.8

2.5

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

20-21

(13.6%)

Farebox Recovery

29.2

March 2021 saw positive patronage growth of 13.6%. This was attributable to the COVID-19
recovery. March 2021’s patronage was still 21.3% down from March 2019 and the fiscal Y-TD patronage remains negative with -20.3% growth for 2020/21.

Farebox Recovery
March 2021’s farebox recovery was 29.2 taking the 2020/21 year to date ratio to 34.8 a
decrease of 2.5 compared to the same period last year.
March 2021’s average fare was $1.63 ex GST for Greater Christchurch compared to $2.33 ex
GST for March 2020. However the introduction of free trips, due to the Covid-19 lockdown,
will have had an impact on the comparability of the March 2020 average fare calculation.
Waka Kotahi NZTA have confirmed that they will continue to underwrite reduced fare revenues
nationally through to the end of June 2021. February and March’s 2021’s information does not
currently include the NZTA reimbursement but will be updated once this is finalised.

Payment Type
Other
Payment Type
March 2021

MetroCard

Cash

SuperGold
Card

e.g.
Complimentary
passes etc

78.6%

9.3%

12.0%

0.1%
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Attachment 7.2.1

Cash fares made up 9% of payments in March 2020.

Community Transport
Community Transport (combined Total Mobility and vehicle trusts) Y-T-D is tracking over
budget year to date.

Total Mobility expenditure is over budget by $392k due to higher than budgeted usage and
average subsidised fare. Vehicle trust expenditure is over budget by $48k due to grants being
paid out in July, it will be on track by year end.
Usage year to date is 3.3% up against last year in terms of trips, with wheelchair trips being
down 4.1%. Note the number of trips decreased significantly in March to June last year due
to Covid-19 impact.
Average subsidised fare for the fiscal year is $10.51 compared to $9.51 last year (6.1%
increase).
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Attachment 7.2.1

Project Updates
The following Projects are currently in flight:

Waimakariri
Direct Service
Improvements

Patronage on these services continues to grow. There is a significant
difference in the level of engagement between the Rangiora and Kaiapoi
services, Kaiapoi usage being 45% of Rangiora. Notwithstanding this, 4,650
customer trips were taken on these services in March, and increase on
February of 1,285 or 39%:
91 Rangiora to CBD

92 – Kaiapoi to CBD
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Attachment 7.2.1

Real Time
Information
System

Project delivery is now underway

Employment
Relations Act

All three tranches have now been successfully delivered. The final element of
this project is to complete the audit process with Waka Kotahi of cost increases
to validate that they are reasonable.

Timaru On
Demand
Transport

The trial continues.

Advertising

A trial of a full height bus side advertising product has commenced to evaluate
the physical attributes of this methodology and customer impacts. This
mechanism has positive revenue potential for Public Transport and has been
successfully deployed in other regions.

Metrocard
Failure

An issue with a batch of Metrocards has been identified, resulting in unintended
failures impacting on some customers. The route cause has been identified as
a manufacturing fault with some cards. A new batch of cards has now arrived.
To date the instance of customer return is lower than expected indicating that
the instance of faulty cards in circulation is likely relatively low.

Network Risk Summary
RISKS
Additional costs associated
with extensive road works
and detours

MONTHLY UPDATE
Moderate: The incidence of detours across the network has
reduced significantly in the current year. The risk remains,
however, and there are a few large roading projects planned for
2021 which are likely to impact the network.

Fuel price changes impact
on public transport cost
and engagement
Potential for operator to
collapse due to contracted
market

Moderate: Fuel prices continue to be variable.
Low: Staff continue to work with operators to ensure they can
operate sustainably. The impact of COVID on public transport
usage and bus operators is significant. Government have
confirmed they will continue to provide funding support to offset
lost fare revenue through to 30 June 2020, however this does
not cover non-public transport services.

Risk of insufficient NLTP High: The NLTP funding envelope is under significant pressure
funding to match local nationally.
share
There is a risk that grant funding to support cost scope
adjustments across the 3-year NLTP budget envelope may be
insufficient or unavailable to match increased costs incurred due
to indexing, and contract changes.
NZTA have confirmed they have funding contingency to
respond to ERA cost changes and will underwrite fare shortfalls
through to 30 June 2021.
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Bus driver retention

Low: Bus operators advise that driver pool capacity is positive
in Canterbury at present, with good availability of candidates for
roles.

COVID-19

High: COVID-19 continues to have a severe impact on Public
Transport. Government are underwriting lost fare revenue as a
result of COVID through to June 2021.
Normal funding arrangements wil return as of 1 July, requiring
Environment Canterbury to provide it’s normal 49% contribution
to fare revenue shortfalls. This has been accounted for in the
proposed Long Term Plan
The risk of a return to Alert Level 2 or higher is still high and this
would have a negative impact on patronage.
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7.3. Portfolio Financial Report March21
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 29 April 2021

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, Acting Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1. To report on portfolio financial performance for the period ended 31 March 2021.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Portfolio Financial report for the period ended 31 March 2021

Background
2. The Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Portfolio Financial Report
includes financial performance information for the period ended 31 March 2021.
Service delivery will be explained in the quarterly Portfolio Performance Report.

Overall Performance
3. As at 31 March 2021, we had an operating surplus of $9.4M (million) compared to a
budgeted deficit of $5.9M, a favourable variance of $15.3M. The year to date sees
underspends in most portfolio’s this is due to a slower than anticipated start to
programmes this year and with the continued impacts of Covid-19. Please refer to
the 8+4 forecast for a projection of closing financials and reserves.
4. The variance is a result of spending $0.5M less than budget and receiving $15.8M
more revenue than budget. The 0.3% lower expenditure is in all portfolio’s, apart
from Biodiversity and Biosecurity which was over budget by $11.8M due to the
National Wilding Conifer programme. The portfolios with the largest underspends
are Public Transport $5.2M, Freshwater Management $3.0M and Climate Change,
Hazards, Risk and Resilience $1.6M.
Revenue is 11.0% above budget ($15.8M), Biodiversity and Biosecurity has
additional revenue ($14.3M) largely due to MfE grant revenue for the National
Wilding Conifer programme.
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Financial Performance
5. The performance of each portfolio is displayed in the attached report. The significant
variances by Portfolio are:
a. Biodiversity & Biosecurity - $2.5M (million) better than budgeted deficit, due to
$14.3M more revenue and $10.1M more expenditure. Additional revenue and
expenditure primarily relate to the National Wilding Conifer Programme.
b. Regional Leadership – $0.9M better than budgeted deficit, is due to lower
spend in the Plans, Consenting and Compliance programme due to lower
consent advisory and consent processing expense than expected.
c. Freshwater Management - $3.7M better than budget due to lower expenditure
for the RMA Water Framework due to continued impact of the Covid-19
delayed hearings. Zone priority projects delays have continued but will gain
significant traction and with the associated expenditure in the last quarter.
d. Climate Change, Hazards, Risk and Resilience - $2.3M better than budget
due largely to less expenditure of $1.6M across most programmes with the
largest variances being in Natural Hazards due to flood monitoring and data
analysis work not being required year to date, and in Flood Protection where
less spend has occurred due to resources being diverted to the Rangitata
flood damage priority works rather than the planned projects.
e. Public Transport - $5.1M better than budget due mostly to lower expenditure,
the largest portion relates to bus contract payments $3.4M which will remain
under budget at year end.

Attachments
1. Portfolio Financial Report year to date 31 March 2021
File reference
Peer reviewers

Miles McConway, Finance & Corporate Services
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7.4. Financial Health Reports March 2021
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 29 April 2021

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, Acting Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1.

To report on the financial results for the period ended 31 March 2021.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the monthly Financial Health report for the period ended 31 March
2021.

2.

notes the table of unbudgeted expenditure that has already been approved
by Council.

Background
2.

Monthly financial results are reported to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
as part of our prudent financial management responsibilities.

3.

The financial results for the period ended 31 March 2021 have been prepared and are
now presented to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee for review.

Financial Performance
Surplus/Deficit
4.

As at 31 March, we had an operating surplus of $9.4M compared to a budgeted deficit
of $5.9M, a favourable variance of $15.3M.

5.

The variance is a result of spending $0.5M less than budget and receiving $15.8M
more revenue than budget.

Revenue
6.

Grant revenue is over budget $17.2M due mostly to Biodiversity and Biosecurity and
the National Wilding Conifer Programme.

Expenditure
7.

Goods and services are over budget by $4.2M, all Portfolios are underspent apart from
Biodiversity and Biosecurity being over budget by $12.0M which again relates to the
National Wilding Conifer Programme.

8.

Overheads are under budget by $1.5M, which reflects labour being below budget.

9.

Labour is $2.2M under budget due to staff vacancies.
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Cashflow, Debtors and Debt
Treasury Performance
10.

Total cash at bank (including investments) was $58.6M as at 31 March 2021 and
includes a balance on MetroCards of $4.2M. ECan’s cash balance is therefore $54.4M
compared to a policy of $14.3M. The higher level of cash and short-term investment
includes advance borrowing of approx $7M for Capital Expenditure not yet undertaken,
$7.4M Crown grant funding received in advance for Wilding Conifers and Wallabies
eradication and approx $12M of early borrowing for our debt recycling programme due
in May and December. These funds are invested in term deposits, until the
expenditure is required. The net cash balance compared to our policy of $14.3M is
approx $21M and continually adjusts as it is exposed to our rating revenue and
expenditure cycle.

The total debtors balance is $5.1M with $4.4M of that being current.
Unbudgeted expenditure to be taken to Council for approval
The following items of expenditure have occurred during the year and therefore were not
approved as part of the 2020/21 Annual Plan process.
Council
Meeting
PARC PX 1
Oct 20
23 July 20

23 July20

23 July 2020

Project

Item

Type/Name

Ratifies the decision under delegated
authority to purchase 117 & 125
Manchester St and 210 & 214 Tuam
St
Council resolved to delegate to the
CE the authority to approve any
additional borrowing through LGFA to
complete the above purchase of
property
Consultant and structural costs to
strengthen Lawrie & Wilson Building
to approx. 80% NBS and to remove
or alter the containers on Tuam St
and ensure the façade is
appropriately braced.
Greater Christchurch Partnership –
2050 Borrowing “as banker” for
partnership

Portfolio

Amount
(GST) exclusive
$2.95m

$300k

Operating:

Regional
Leadership

$1,180,000
(ECan share
$498,750)

Attachments
1.

FH BI Report Mar21 [7.4.1 - 5 pages]

Peer reviewers

Mark Smith, Team Leader Business Partnership
Nicholas Hill, Risk and Improvement Manager
Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services
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7.5. 8+4 Forecast Report

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

29 April 2021

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1. To report the 2020/21 8+4 forecast results compared to the original 2020/21 budget.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

notes the results of the 2020/21 8+4 forecast and note the anticipated effect
upon the year end result

2.

notes the proposal to review the Reserves Policy document as part of the
development of the LTP21/31 Year 2 Annual Plan to ensure reserve policy
levels are appropriate for the level of activity and expenditure adopted in the
LTP21/31.

Background
2. Forecasting takes place on a 8+4 basis annually and is reported to the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee as part of our prudent financial management
responsibilities.

2020/21 8+4 Forecast
3. The 8+4 forecast contains actual financial results for the first 8 months of financial
year, plus 4 months of re-forecast revenues and expenditure.
4. In early March 2020, budget holders, assisted by the Finance Business Partners,
carefully and fully reviewed each budget. The revised forecast will play a part in
providing a view of the opening reserves balance for the 2021-31 Long Term Plan.
5. Forecast operating revenue has been adjusted upwards by $24.0 million and
expenditure is anticipated to increase by $12.6 million, resulting in a surplus of $5.1
million being $11.1 million better than budget and a lower draw on reserves.
However, some of this variance to budget will be required to be carried forward into
next year to complete some projects.
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6. The National Wilding Conifer programme and Covid projects have created a
significant upswing in Revenue of $23m.
7. The $11.1m variance to budget is largely in Targeted rates Portfolio’s and therefore
is not available for general projects or to reduce rates in the LTP.
8. Transport and Urban Development Portfolio has a forecasted variance to budget of
$3.4m and a closing reserve balance of $8.7m however these amounts are targeted
and there are specific programmes and capital projects still to be completed that will
require these funds.
9. Summary of forecast vs budget operating activity by Portfolio:
For commentary on each variance, please refer to the attached 8+4 Forecast &
Reserves 2021_Apr21.
Summary of the estimated Reserves closing balance as at 30 June 2021 is in the
attached 8+4 Forecast & Reserves 2021_Apr21.
10. To note is the General reserve with an estimated closing balance of $823k versus
policy amount of $3 million.
11. This forecast will be used to better inform decision making during the deliberations
and adoption of the LTP21/31. This will include recommended adjustments to the
outer years of the LTP (Years 2 to 10), to bring reserve levels back in line with policy.
Review of Reserves Policy Document
12. What will also need to be undertaken is a review of the Reserves Policy document to
ensure that the policy levels are appropriate in terms of the increased level of
spending adopted in the LTP21/31. It is recommended that this be undertaken post
adoption of the LTP21/31 and considered when developing and finalising the budget
for Year 2 of the LTP21/31 in February/March 2022.
Legal compliance and risk assessment
13. The purpose of the 8+4 forecast is to identify projects or other costs that are not
currently on track and to consider whether further corrective action is required. This is
to ensure potential financial issues are minimised or avoided.

Attachments
1. 8+4 Forecast & Reserves 2021_Apr21
File reference
Peer reviewers

Catherine McMillan, CFO
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8+4 Forecast
Table 1
Working Forecast

2021
Annual Plan

Forecasted Year End Actuals
Revenue

Expenditure

Surplus /
(Deficit)

Air Quality
Regional Leadership

2,845,675
28,891,851

2,305,268
30,176,465

540,407
(1,284,614)

Climate Change, Hazards, Risk and Resilience
Biodiversity and Biosecurity

34,508,917
31,281,538

31,615,857
32,094,437

2,648,525
(802,898)

Transport and Urban Development

86,923,936

84,830,921

2,093,015

34,132,021 32,224,516
218,583,938 213,247,465

1,907,504
5,101,939

Portfolio

Freshwater Management
Total

Revenue

Expense

Variance to Annual Plan
Surplus

Revenue

Expense

Surplus

2,819,000

3,217,000 - 398,000

26,675

-911,732

938,407

29,531,000

31,660,000 - 2,129,000

-639,149

-1,483,535

844,386

28,823,000

29,746,000 - 923,000

5,685,917

1,869,857

3,571,525

12,709,000

13,657,000 - 948,000 18,572,538 18,437,437

145,102

87,006,000
33,715,000
194,603,000

Comments
Largely Targeted Rate,
lower subsidy uptake
Carry forward still to be
calculated

Carry forward still to be
calculated
Carry forward still to be
34,079,000 - 364,000
417,021 -1,854,484 2,271,504
calculated
200,630,000 - 6,027,000 23,980,938 12,617,465 11,128,939
88,271,000 - 1,265,000

-82,064

-3,440,079

3,358,015

8+4 Forecasted Actuals
The 8+4 Forecast is estimating a surplus of $5.1m against an Annual Plan deficit of $6.0m for operational Portfolio’s. Resulting in an $11.1m surplus variance to budget.
While appearing positive there are still carry forward amounts to be calculated, which will ringfence funds to complete projects/work pieces next year that should have been
completed this year. All Portfolio’s apart from Hazards, Risk and Resilience and Biodiversity and Biosecurity have significant underspends and delays in their projects, in total
$12.6m. These project delays and subsequent deferral of work and resources to next financial year will create a significant challenge to Portfolio’s. The National Wilding
Conifer programme and Covid projects have created a significant upswing in Revenue of $23m.
See the table below for the Closing Reserve balances.
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Table 2
RESERVE CALCULATION
2020/21 Estimated Closing Balance

GENERAL RESERVE
CATCHMENT RATING

2020/21
Final Closing
Balance
823
7,301

Policy level
current (2019) Comments
3,000 $2.2m below proposed policy level
8,100 $1.5m below proposed policy level

REGIONAL PARK
CIVIL DEFENCE
AIR QUALITY
HEALTHIER HOMES CANTERBURY

-178
-387
1,461
-267

Next year consolidate with Catchment bringing that balance
0 $200k down
500 $1m below proposed policy level
Targeted rates reserve unable to transfer
0 Voluntary Targeted Rate scheme

CLEAN HEAT RESERVE
BIOSECURITY
PEST RATING

1,809
39
260

0 Scheme will ceased in 2022, must hold till then
0 Merge with Pest Rating
500 Below proposed policy level

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
OPERATING RESERVES

8,749
19,610

$4.2m above proposed policy level separate briefing paper on
3,640 this Portfolio and reserve
15,740

The overall closing Reserve balance will be $3.9m above our current Reserve policy level. However, this is largely attributable to the Public Transport reserve which has
experienced a greater surplus due to NZTA covering Covid fare revenue and delays in capital projects. This surplus cannot be transferred to general reserves and a separate
briefing paper has been prepared to discuss this surplus and corresponding reserve balance.
When thinking about Reserves a key consideration should be that our annual expenditure levels have gone up significantly in the last few years, next year it is likely to be
somewhere between $235-245m this means if Reserves are held at $17.5m it equates to 7% of our annual spend. Our average monthly spend will be $20m. It is prudent
that we carry a realistic level of Reserves in case of unexpected events/issues and to provide immediate resources in case of an emergency. While borrowing is currently
cheap and accessible this will not necessarily last, if we reduce Reserves too low it will create a future burden to build them back up. General Reserve is forecasted to close
at $823k which is $2.2m below our current policy level.
In summary, while $19.6m in total for Reserves sounds comfortable, if we take away Public Transport and targeted reserves like Air Quality and Clean Heat there is limited
Reserves in our key areas of General Reserves and Catchment Reserves. We suggest a cautionary view in considering Reserve use to reduce Rates in Year 1 of the LTP.
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8. Audit
8.1. Audit NZ Reports March21
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 29 April 2021

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, Acting Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1. To receive the Audit New Zealand report to the Council on the audit of the LongTerm Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document.
2. To receive the Audit New Zealand report to the Council on the Debenture Trust
limited assurance engagement.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
3. To receive the Audit New Zealand report on the Long-Term Plan 2021-31
Consultation Document.
4. To acknowledge the two recommendations on pages 9-11 of the attached report.
5. To receive the Audit New Zealand report on the debenture trust limited assurance
engagement.

Background
6. Audit NZ undertake an audit of both the Consultation Document and Final LTP on
behalf of the Controller and Auditor-General.
7. Audit NZ is also responsible for expressing an independent opinion on the
Consultation Document and reporting that opinion to Council. This responsibility
arises from section 93C(4) of the Local Government Act 2002.
8. An unmodified audit opinion was issued on the Consultation Document by Audit NZ on
25 February 2021.
9. The audit of the final Long-Term Plan will commence on 31 May 2021.
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10. Audit NZ undertake a limited assurance engagement in relation to the debenture
trust deed each year.

Key points
12. The Audit NZ Reports has been attached.
13. Pages 9-11 of the Audit NZ LTP consultation report attached from makes two
recommendations, as follows:
a. Improvements to the Infrastructure Strategy, including discussing the do-ability of
the capital expenditure programme, and the approach to service delivery.
b. Ensuring the existing Asset Management Plans (AMPs) are updated before the
final Long-Term Plan is adopted on 17 June 2021, and implementation of a councilwide strategic Asset Management Plan.
The management comments in the report note the recommendation to make the
improvements to the Infrastructure Strategy, including the alignment to the Financial
Strategy. The Flood Protection AMPs are planned to be updated by June 2021, and
the development of a Council-wide strategic AMP will be considered by June 2022.
14. Audit NZ’s debenture trust deed report highlights two matters arising, as follows:
a. one breach of the reporting covenant in relation to timing. This was noted on the
reporting certificate.
b. The certificate did not initially meet the required format. This was resolved.

Attachments
1. Report to Council on the Debenture Trust Deed
2. Report to Council on the Consultation Document LTP 2021-31
File reference
Peer reviewers

Miles McConway, Finance & Corporate Services
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Report to the Council
on the audit of
Canterbury Regional Council’s
long-term plan consultation
document for the period
1 July 2021 to 30 June 2031
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Key messages
We have completed the audit of Canterbury Regional Council’s (the Council’s) long-term plan
consultation document for the ten-year period commencing 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2031. This report
sets out our findings from the audit, and where appropriate makes recommendations for
improvement. In addition, this report also provides information on the next step in the audit process
being the audit of the long-term plan (the LTP).
Overall, we concluded that the Council’s consultation document met its primary purpose of providing
an effective basis for public participation in decision-making on the content of the LTP. The
consultation document included all the major matters that we had expected, including the preferred
and alternative options to address those major matters. In our view, the consultation document, and
the promotion of it using the Council’s website and other means, should encourage the community
to provide feedback on the Council’s proposals.

Audit report
We issued an unmodified audit report dated 25 February 2021.

Matters identified during the audit
Infrastructure strategy
We found that although there was room for improving the infrastructure strategy, it is fit for purpose
and therefore, it fulfils the legislative requirement.
The recommendations included in our report cover matters such as the discussion on the do-ability
of the Council’s capital expenditure programme and its approach to service delivery. Refer to section
3.3 of the report for further details.
Asset management plans (AMPs)
We found that the AMPs have not been updated. We also found that the AMPs did not include all
the relevant information we expected to see.
The Council should update the AMPs before it adopts the LTP on 17 June 2021. The Council should
also improve the contents of the AMPs by including information such as the condition of assets.
Refer to section 3.4 of this report for further details.

Audit of the final LTP
Following the conclusion of the consultation period and the Council’s hearing of submissions, we will
review the final changes made to the LTP and issue a separate audit report on the LTP.
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Thank you
We would like to thank the Council, management and staff for their assistance received during the
audit.

Julian Tan
Appointed Auditor
9 April 2021
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1

Our audit report

1.1

We issued an unmodified audit report
We issued an unmodified audit report on the Council’s consultation document on 25
February 2021. This means that:
the consultation document provides an effective basis for participation in the
Council’s decisions about the proposed content of its 2021-31 LTP, because it:

•

fairly represents the matters proposed for inclusion in the LTP; and



identifies and explains the main issues and choices facing the Council
and region, and the consequences of those choices; and



the information and assumptions underlying the information in the consultation
document are reasonable.

•

In issuing our audit report, we considered the uncorrected misstatements noted below and
the matters discussed in sections 2 and 3 of this report.

1.2

Uncorrected misstatements
The forecast information underlying the consultation document is free from material
misstatements, including omissions. During the audit, we discussed with management any
misstatements that we found, other than those that were clearly trivial. The misstatements
that have not been corrected are listed below. We are satisfied that these misstatements,
individually or in aggregate, were immaterial to the forecast information underlying the
consultation document.
Unadjusted audit differences in the consultation document
$000

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

Revenue

1,390

1,523

1,378

1,304

1,221

1,184

1,146

1,108

1,117

947

(other
gains)

Other gains (annual revaluation increases for forestry assets) were not included in the
consultation document’s summary of financial information under option 1 and option 2.
These omissions were not material and did not materially affect the matters the Council is
consulting on.
Unadjusted audit differences in the supplementary information
Other gains (the annual forestry revaluation increases) have been appropriately accounted
for in the main forecast financial statements included in the underlying supplementary
information to be adopted. However, the annual forestry revaluation increases have not
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been included under the relevant portfolio’s funding impact statement (climate change and
community resilience) and in the financial information included in the consultation
document. These misstatements were not material and did not materially affect the
matters the Council is consulting on.

1.3

Corrected misstatements and disclosure deficiencies
Appendix 1 sets out the corrected misstatements and disclosure deficiencies we found
during the audit.

1.4

Quality and timeliness of information provided for audit
Management provided us with the requested information in a timely manner. However, the
financial forecasts and supplementary information we received for audit were not of the
quality that we had expected. This resulted in a number of adjustments required as noted
in section 1.3 and in Appendix 1 of this report.
In total, we reviewed seven draft versions of consultation document and four draft versions
of the supplementary information. This meant a significant amount of time had been spent
checking the different versions received for audit. As a result, we incurred a cost overrun
which we plan to discuss and recover from the Council.
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2

Risks and issues
During the planning stage of the audit, and following our review of the Council’s LTP selfassessment, we identified the key risks and issues to focus on during our audit. These key
risks and issues, and the outcome of our audit procedures to address them, are set out the
table below:
Risk or issue

Outcome of our audit procedure

Proposed rate increase
The Council included two options in the
consultation document.
Option 1: 24.5% of rate increase. This
package includes all the statutory
required work as well as provision to
accelerate key initiatives for Canterbury,
ie. work required by legislation and
what the Council should do.
Option 2: 18% of rate increase to deliver
all statutory work and with some
projects in option 1 scaled back or
delayed, ie. what the Council must do.

In response to this issue, we:

•

Reviewed the proposed increase in rates
and how this flows through the financial
forecast.

•

Reviewed the proposed projects associated
with the funding increase.

•

Agreed material projects to signed
agreements.

•

Checked that the appropriate performance
measures are in place for these activities.

We noted that the proposed rate increases in year
one and year two of the draft LTP exceeded the
set quantified limit on rates increases of 5% a
year. Apart from this, we noted no other matters
to bring to your attention.

Climate change
The Council is one of the first councils in
New Zealand to declare climate
emergency. Therefore, it is one of the
Council's priorities to have a good
understanding of the risks and
adaptation of the risk. A number of
capital works on stopbanks and
riverbanks have been incorporated in
the infrastructure budget. As the result
of climate emergency declaration back
in May 2019, the Council added climate
change in its infrastructure strategy.
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In response to this risk, we sought to understand
the correct application of the underlying
assumption and the adequacy of information and
disclosures relating to the Council’s response to
climate change.
The Council included the following information on
climate change in the draft LTP:

•

climate change impacts;

•

climate change highlighted as one of the
significant forecasting assumptions;

•

declaration of climate change emergency;

•

a number of performance measures
relating to climate change; and

•

climate change impacts were also included
in the financial forecast in the
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Risk or issue

Outcome of our audit procedure
infrastructure strategy from year eight to
year 30.
We assessed that the underlying assumptions and
the disclosures relating to climate change were
reasonable.

Healthy waterways
By 31 December 2024, the Council will
need to notify new or amended regional
plans that implement the new National
Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management (NPS-FM). These will be
progressed using the new freshwater
planning process.

In response to this issue, we reviewed:

•

The Council’s plan for complying with NPSFM by December 2024.

•

The financial forecast to confirm that
Healthy Waterways is included and
budgeted for in the draft LTP.

•

The Council’s role in relation to Healthy
waterways as part of our performance
measures review to gain assurance that
appropriate performance measures have
been set up for each milestone.

We noted no matters from our audit to bring to
your attention.
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3

Other matters
Overall, we were satisfied that the LTP consultation document included appropriate
information to enable consultation with the public on the key issues.
We discuss our findings and related recommendations following our review of the
significant forecasting assumptions, financial strategy, infrastructure strategy, and the asset
management plans.

3.1

Significant forecasting assumptions
We focused on identifying the significant forecasting assumptions and ensuring they were
complete. We then assessed which of these assumptions were material from an audit
perspective and ensured that these assumptions were appropriate, adequately disclosed,
and consistent with the underlying information.
We concluded that overall, the forecasting assumptions are appropriate, complete,
adequately disclosed, and comply with relevant legislation. In addition, the underlying
information has been prepared using the material assumptions disclosed in the plan.

3.2

Financial strategy
We noted that the proposed rate increases for year one and year two of the draft LTP
exceeded the set limits of 5% a year.
Overall, apart from the matter noted above, we concluded that the financial strategy is
reasonable and that the Council has complied with the requirements of sections 100, 101
and 101A of the Local Government Act 2002.

3.3

Infrastructure strategy
Findings
The infrastructure strategy describes the key issues for flood protection over the next 30
years and outlines how and when the Council will make decisions on the issues during the
30-year timeframe and for 50 to 100 years beyond that period. The primary costs outlined
in the infrastructure strategy are for maintaining existing infrastructure. This is
approximately $14 million a year (note that Covid-19 relating operating expenditure has
been forecast in year one and year two of the LTP, comprising of maintenance expenditure
of $17 million in year one and $15 million in year two).
The total capital expenditure forecast for flood protection assets for the financial year
2021-31 amounts to approximately $22.9 million. These are mainly made up of six Covid-19
recovery works (“Shovel Ready” projects) amounting to $15.4 million and Canterbury’s
largest flood protection scheme, ie., Waimakariri-Eyre-Cust Scheme amounting to
approximately $2 million.
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We concluded that although there was room for improving the infrastructure strategy, the
infrastructure strategy overall, fulfils its legislative purpose, meets our better practice
expectations and is consistent with our knowledge of asset management planning for the
Council.
Recommendations
We raise the following recommendations for improving the Council’s infrastructure
strategy:
•

Place greater focus on how the infrastructure strategy aligns/links with the
financial strategy (financial strategy).

•

Clarify what significant decisions (if any) are to be made as the focus of the
infrastructure strategy is on maintenance. If no significant decisions will be
required, this should be stated explicitly in the document.

•

Discuss the do-ability of its capital programme.

•

Discuss the approach to service delivery.

Management comment
The recommendations are noted and staff will continue to improve and align the two
strategies referred to.

3.4

Asset management plans (AMPs)
Findings
The Council has eleven AMPs. Part A is general in nature and covers all schemes. Parts B-K
are grouped geographically and by type of scheme. We noted that ten out of the eleven
AMPs are not up to date, or finalised because the marked changes recorded in the them
are yet to be considered and cleared. We raised this issue with management during the
audit. Management explained that updating the AMPs was not a quick task as they
contained approximately 600 pages of information. Management plans to update the AMPs
by the end of June 2021.
Recommendations
We reviewed Part A of the AMP. Based on our review, we make the following
recommendations:
•

Update all eleven of the Council’s AMPs.

•

Include the conditions of assets in the plans.

•

Update the assumptions included in the AMPs and align them with the
infrastructure strategy.
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•

Update the information on lifecycle management activities and update them in
the AMPs.

•

Implement a Council-wide strategic AMP.

•

Incorporate the Greater Christchurch Partnership into the AMP, in particular the
strategic directions that this partnership will be taking.

•

Have a clear operations and maintenance plan in section 5.3.2 of the AMP and
make reference to the relevant schemes if information has been included in other
parts of the AMP.

Management comment
Flood protection infrastructure AMPs are planned to be updated by the end of June 2021,
although comprehensive condition information is not available for all assets and the
operations and maintenance plan will likely need further work beyond June 2021.
Development of a Council-wide strategic AMP will be considered by June 2022, though it is
noted the management of and assumptions behind the decisions made for the broad asset
base council manages is diverse (e.g. Flood protection, forestry, coastal navigation,
property, buildings, equipment, vehicles, regional parks, intellectual property).
Incorporation of the Greater Christchurch Partnership objectives into the Council-wide AMP
will be considered, noting the majority of Council assets are geographically located outside
of Greater Christchurch.

3.5

Audit of the final LTP
Following the conclusion of the consultation period and the Council’s hearing of
submissions, we will review the final changes made to the draft LTP and issue a separate
audit report on the final LTP.
To ensure our audit of the final LTP is efficient, we expect the Council to prepare and
provide us with a schedule of changes to the financial forecasts and other underlying
information that were the basis for the consultation document.
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Appendix 1: Corrected misstatements and disclosure
deficiencies
Corrected misstatements and disclosure deficiencies
Consultation document

•

References were incorrect and were subsequently corrected.

•

Quantified limits on rates increase and borrowings were not initially disclosed in the consultation
document. This was subsequently disclosed.

Supplementary information
Financial model and underlying assumptions/information

•

The revaluation movements of infrastructural assets, land and buildings, as well as forestry
assets were not initially included in the forecast financial statements. These were subsequently
corrected and included in the forecast. This included the revaluation assumptions.

•

All negative assets and non-current assets were subsequently corrected and reclassified.

•

The amounts under the funding impact statements for the Council portfolios did not agree to the
amounts disclosed in the consultation document. This was subsequently corrected.

•

The capital expenditure under the whole-of-Council funding impact statement was subsequently
corrected.

•

The effects of the new accounting standard PBE IPSAS 41: Financial Instruments were not initially
disclosed. These were subsequently disclosed.

Infrastructure strategy

•

The capital and operational expenditure in the infrastructure strategy did not agree to the
financial model. The error was subsequently corrected.

Financial strategy

•

The information disclosed in the financial strategy did not agree to the financial model and was
subsequently updated.

Others

•

The prudence benchmark for essential services was not calculated and presented correctly. This
was subsequently corrected.
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Appendix 2: Disclosures
Area

Key messages

Our responsibilities in
conducting the audit

We carried out this audit on behalf of the Controller and Auditor
General. We are responsible for expressing an independent opinion
on the consultation document and reporting that opinion to you.
This responsibility arises from section 93C(4) of the Local
Government Act 2002.
The audit of the consultation document does not relieve
management or the Council of their responsibilities.
Our audit engagement letter contains a detailed explanation of the
respective responsibilities of the auditor and the Council.

Auditing standards

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s
Auditing Standards. The audit cannot and should not be relied upon
to detect all instances of misstatement, fraud, irregularity or
inefficiency that are immaterial to your financial statements. The
Council and management are responsible for implementing and
maintaining your systems of controls for detecting these matters.

Auditor independence

We are independent of the Council in accordance with the
independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s Auditing
Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of
Professional and Ethical Standard 1: International Code of Ethics for
Assurance Practitioners, issued by New Zealand Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board.
In addition to our audit of the Council’s consultation document and
all legally required external audits, we completed an assurance
engagement pursuant to the Council’s debenture trust deed. These
engagements are compatible with those independence
requirements. Other than these assignments, we have no
relationship with or interests in the Council.

Other relationships

We are not aware of any situations where a spouse or close relative
of a staff member involved in the audit occupies a position with the
Council that is significant to the audit.
We are not aware of any situations where a staff member of Audit
New Zealand has accepted a position of employment with the
Council during or since the audit.
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Level 3, 335 Lincoln Road
PO Box 2
Christchurch 8140
www.auditnz.parliament.nz
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Level 3, 335 Lincoln Road
Addington
PO Box 2, Christchurch 8140

29 March 2021

The Councillors
Canterbury Regional Council
PO Box 345
Christchurch 8140
Dear Councillors

Report on the Council’s debenture trust deed limited assurance engagement for the
year ended 30 June 2020
We have completed our limited assurance engagement of the Council’s reporting certificate to the
debenture trustee for the year ended 30 June 2020. We provide below the findings from our
engagement.

1

Assurance report
We issued an unqualified limited assurance report on the Council’s debenture trust deed
reporting certificate for the year ended 30 June 2020.
We issued our limited assurance report on 18 March 2021.

2

Matters arising from the assurance engagement

2.1

Breach of the debenture trust deed reporting covenant
The Council was unable to comply with the reporting covenant contained in clause
10.2(d)(i) of the debenture trust deed. This clause requires the reporting certificate for the
year ended 30 June 2020 to be delivered to the Trustees no later than four months after
the end of the financial year, that is, by 31 October 2020. The reporting certificate disclosed
the non-compliance with this clause of the debenture trust deed.

2.2

Other matters
We started this engagement on 27 October 2020. On the following day, we advised the
Council’s management that the reporting certificate sent to us for review was not in the
prescribed format set out in the trust deed. We also informed management that the
interest rate swap was incorrectly accounted for. These matters took longer than expected
to resolve with management.

A business unit of the Controller and Auditor-General
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After reviewing six revisions to the reporting certificate, we accepted the final signed copy
of the reporting certificate dated 18 March 2021 as this met the reporting requirements set
out under the debenture trust deed.

3

Engagement disclosures

3.1

Our responsibilities in conducting the engagement
Our responsibilities were laid out in the engagement letter dated 21 August 2020 under
“Scope of the Auditor’s responsibilities under the Trust Deed”.

3.2

Independence and quality control
When carrying out the engagement, we complied with the Auditor-General’s:
•

independence and other ethical requirements, which incorporate the independence
and ethical requirements of Professional and Ethical Standard 1 issued by the
New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board; and

•

quality control requirements, which incorporate the quality control requirements of
Professional and Ethical Standard 3 (Amended) issued by the New Zealand Auditing
and Assurance Standards Board.

Other than this engagement and our work reporting on all legally required audit
engagements, we have no relationship with or interests in the Council.
We would like to thank you, and management, for the assistance provided to us in the course of our
engagement.

Yours sincerely

Julian Tan
Director
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9. Public Excluded
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Report
Author

Vivienne Ong, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Catherine Schache, General Counsel

Meeting with the public excluded
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
1.1
Healthy Homes Canterbury
1.2
Funding Support for Addressing Contamination from Racecourse Road
Amberley

2.

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General subject of each
Reason for passing this
Ground(s) under section
matter to be considered
resolution in relation to each 48(1) for the passing of
matter
this resolution
1.1 Healthy Homes
Canterbury
1.2 Funding Support for
Addressing
Contamination from
Racecourse Road
Amberley

That good reason exists for not Section 48(1)(a)
discussing the matter with the
public present and is not
outweighed by the public
interest.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
1.1 & 1.2

Enable the Council holding the information to carry out, without prejudice or
disadvantage, commercial activities; or – Section 7(2)(h)
Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations) –
Section 7(2)(i)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
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10. Notices of Motion
11. Extraordinary and Urgent Business
12. General Business
13. Questions
14. Next Meeting
15. Mihi / Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing
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